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HIGHLIGHTS

•
•
•
•

Neutronic and kinetic parameters are calculated in Isfahan MNSR by MCNPX code.
These parameters play a very important role in analysis of the dynamic behavior of the reactors.
The slope fit and perturbation methods and MCNPX2.6 code have been used.
Perturbation method is a simple and convenient method for calculating the prompt neutron lifetime.
A B S T R A C T

K E Y W O R D S

Kinetic and neutronic parameters play an important role in analysis of reactors dynamic
behavior. Some of these parameters include effective multiplication factor (keff ),
reactivity (ρ), neutron flux and power spatial distributions, effective delayed neutron
fraction (βeff ) and prompt neutron lifetime (`p ). In this work, Monte Carlo modeling and
analysis of Isfahan Miniature Neutron Source Reactor (MNSR) has been performed for
calculation of the kinetic and neutronic parameters using MCNPX2.6 code, slope fit and
perturbation methods. Relative differences between the results of MCNPX2.6 code in
calculation of ρ and βeff and the reference values are about 0.5% and 2.1%, respectively.
The relative differences between the results of the slope fit and perturbation methods and
MCNPX2.6 code in calculation of the `p parameter and the reference values are about
17.6%, 4.8% and 29.19%, respectively. Therefore, the results of these research show that
the MCNPX2.6 code can be appropriate for calculation of the reactor kinetic parameters
such as βeff , while the perturbation method is a simple and convenient method for
calculating `p .
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cal and Monte Carlo methods are used to calculate kinetic
parameters. Depending on the accuracy of these methods,
they can have advantages or disadvantages.

The aim of this research is calculation of neutronic and kinetic parameters in the Isfahan Miniature Neutron Source
Reactor (MNSR) using the Monte Carlo MCNPX2.6 code,
slope fit and perturbation methods (Chengzhanm et al.,
1993; Arkani et al., 2016).

One of frequently used approaches to estimate these
parameters is neutronic calculations using Monte Carlo
MCNPX2.6 code (Pelowitz, 2008). Despite its considerable advantages in solving problems with complex geometries, the problem with this code is that all derived results
are non-importance weighted, which may lead to inaccurate neutron parameters (Hassanzadeh et al., 2013; Feghhi
et al., 2008). For example, this code is failed in predicting
the accurate value of importance weighted neutron generation time especially in highly reflected reactors (Verboomen et al., 2006). This drawback originates from the
fact that all simulated quantities in this code are non-

Neutronic and kinetic parameters include effective
multiplication factor (keff ), reactivity (ρ) neutron flux and
power spatial distributions, effective delayed neutron fraction (βeff ) and prompt neutron lifetime (`p ). The exact
calculation of these parameters is very important in dynamic analysis for reactors operation, especially in fast
transients. Generally, there is no single way to calculate
kinetic parameters (Snoj et al., 2008). Basically, numeri∗ Corresponding
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importance weighted (Feghhi et al., 2007). But the ability
to calculate the amount of systems such as fissile material with information about continuous energies, complex
geometries, etc are the strengths of this code (Pelowitz,
2008).
In the present study, the slope fit and perturbation
methods as well as Monte Carlo MCNPX2.6 code have
been used for computing the neutronic and kinetic parameters of Isfahan MNSR and the results have been
compared with reference values (Safety Analysis Report
(SAR)) (Chengzhanm et al., 1993).

2

Figure 1: A schematic view of a fuel rod.

Materials and Methods

Neutronic parameters such as effective multiplication factor, core excess reactivity, neutron flux and power distributions, effective delayed neutron fraction and prompt
neutron lifetime have been calculated by perturbation and
slope fit methods as well as MCNPX2.6 code, which are
important in analysis of reactors safety performance during fast transients. First, the MNSR core has been simulated by the MCNPX2.6 code. Afterward, the neutronic
and kinetic parameters of this reactor have been obtained
through perturbation and slope fit methods as well as MCNPX2.6 code.
For this purpose, in perturbation method, a natural
boron with mass number 10 and concentration of 10−8
(atom/barn.cm) was entered homogenously in the reactor core. After that, the amount of the keff was obtained
and the value of `p was calculated using the perturbation
method.
Also, the `p parameter was calculated by the slope fit
method using tally F4 with the period of 0 to 500000 (in
shake) through T4 card for two steps with considering control rods in subcritical reactor. Control rods were entered
in the core in two steps, each of them 2.3 cm, continuously. An input program was prepared and executed, and
then the keff was obtained. Finally, the value of negative
reactivity of the reactor core was calculated by inserting
control rods in the two steps. Through drawing the output
graphs, the slope of curve was obtained using MATLAB
Software (option curve fitting) (Mathworks, 2011), and by
this way, the value of `p parameter was calculated using
the slope fit method.

Figure 2: A general diagram of Isfahan MNSR reactor core
(Chengzhanm et al., 1993).

2.1

The obtained results have been compared with reference data and the relative difference between these parameters has been calculated. The main characteristics of the
Isfahan MNSR are presented in Table 1, and schematic
diagrams of a fuel rod are shown in Fig. 1. Also, a general diagram of Isfahan MNSR reactor core and simulated
radial and axial views of the core of Isfahan MNSR by the
code are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In this work, the initial/boundary conditions such as the reactor power is 30
kW and the reactor core has been considered fresh without
considering Xenon and Burn-up.

The calculation of the effective multiplication
factor

The calculation of the effective multiplication factor (keff )
is one of the main neutronic parameters that can be easily
obtained by MCNPX2.6 code and KCODE card. Besides,
the core additional reactivity (ρ) can be obtained according to the following equation (Snoj et al., 2008):
ρ=

2

keff − 1
keff

(1)
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Table 1: Main specifications of MNSR reactor (Chengzhanm et al., 1993).
Main specifications
Reactor name
Thermal power
Fuel
Enriched fuel
The amount of U-235 fuel in the core
The number of fuel rod
The diameter of fuel rod
The length of fuel rod
Existed U-235 per rod
Existed fuel mass at each rod
Array of fuel rods
The inner diameter beryllium around the core
The outer diameter beryllium around the core
Beryllium height around the core
Beryllium disc diameter under the core
The thickness of beryllium disc under the core
Control rod
Maximum work time of reactor at maximum power
Coolant and moderator
Thermal neutron flux on the internal site at
maximum power of reactor
Thermal neutron flux on the external site at
maximum power of reactor

Reactor parameters
Miniature Neutron Source Reactor
30 kW
Alloys u-al (UAl4 ) with aluminum sheath
90.2%
950.6992 g
234
4.3 mm
230 mm
2.7717 g
11.5433 g
10 concentric circles, 10.95 mm distance between each circle
231 mm
435 mm
238.5 mm
290 mm
50 mm
One in the core center of cadmium
2.5 hour in one day
Light water
1 × 1012 n.cm−2 .s−1
5 × 1011 n.cm−2 .s−1

with MCNPX2.6 Code. But the value of βeff can be calculated as the approximate value from the result of replay
of consecutive KCODE card using Eq. (2) (Hassanzadeh
et al., 2013; Eriksson, 2005):
βeff = 1 −

(2)

Therefore, this method can be applied for calculating
this parameter. First the value of keff parameter were obtained using the KCODE and PHYS cards (by putting the
number -1 in PHYS card as a whole taking into account
the range of delayed and prompt neutrons) and TOTNU
card, and then the prompt multiplication factor, kp , were
obtained using KCODE and PHYS cards (with putting
number zero in PHYS card as a whole taking into account
the delayed neutron range) and with turning off TOTNU
card. Finally, the value of the fraction of delayed neutrons
was obtained using Eq. (2). The ENDF/B-VI neutron libraries have been used in these simulations. The input
file for the MCNPX2.6 code includes 1000 cycles made of
50 inactive cycle and 950 active cycles with 1 × 107 histories per cycle. Tallies in this code were calculated based
on three keff estimators (track-length, collision, and absorption) and a best estimate of combined keff value has
been reported. Criticality calculations were done within
the purposes of the present study.

Figure 3: Radial (A) and axial (B) views of the core of Isfahan
MNSR simulated by MCNPX 2.6 code.

2.3
2.2

kp
keff

Perturbation method or 1/υ poison method

One of the methods for calculation of neutron lifetime is
perturbation theory method. According to the capability
of adding a small amount of absorbent material homogeneously to the ingredients of the core, the new effective
multiplication factor is calculated.

Calculation of the effective delayed neutron
fraction

Effective delayed neutron fraction is another neutronic parameter in reactors which cannot be directly calculated
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For this purpose, the extremely dilution boron absorber material (10 B in the range of 10−8 to 10−9
atom.barn−1 .cm−1 ) was added to each zone of reactor for
production of multi group cross section. Then the value
of effective multiplication factor was obtained in these circumstances. Finally, prompt neutrons life time can be
obtained using Eq. (3) (Arkani et al., 2016; Hassanzadeh
et al., 2013; Bretscher, 1998).


B
1
keff − keff
.
(3)
`p = lim
B
NB →0
NB σaB υ
keff

fitting is useful. Therefore, by calculating of the fixed
value of decay (α), Eq. (7) can be used to obtain the
mean generation time (Λ):

where `p is prompt neutron life time in seconds, keff is
B
the effective multiplication factor without impurities, keff
is the effective multiplication factor by adding impurities,
NB is boron density in terms of (10−8 atom.barn−1 .cm−1 ),
σaB is the microscopic absorption cross section of the neutron absorber (3843 barn), and υ is the average thermal
neutron velocity (2200 m.s−1 ).
Owing that the concentration of 10 B was very dilute
B
in the system, the difference between keff
and keff was
extremely small. Therefore, the adequate number of histories in MCNPX2.6 simulations must be tracked which
needs a long computer time. Using the values given above
`p can be written as (Arkani et al., 2016; Hassanzadeh
et al., 2013; Bretscher, 1998):

3

B
keff − keff
B
keff
`p =
atoms
m
3843 barn × 2200 × 6.022 × 1016
s
cm3
B
keff − keff
= 1.96412 × 10−2 ×
[s]
B
keff

2.4

Λ=

`p = Λ × keff

3.1

Simulation results
Calculation of neutron flux and power distributions

(4)

(5)

ρλ
, λ is the one-group delayed neutron
ρ − βeff
precursor decay constant, α is the prompt neutron decay
constant. If the decay period is very short, the delayed
neutrons decay can be ignored. In this case, only prompt
neutrons can be considered. Assuming λt0 ≈ 0, Eq. (5)
can be written as a constant plus one term with exponential time-dependence:

Table 2: Neutron energy range.

where λ0 =

αt

n(t) = n0 (βeff + ραe )

(8)

The distributions of radial and axial thermal neutron flux
as well as epithermal and fast neutrons and power has been
calculated by MCNPX2.6 code using energy range shown
in Table 2 for Isfahan MNSR. The results are shown in
Fig. 4. As this figure shows, the neutron flux values reduce in the radial directions from the center of the core
to the edges and also the leakage of neutrons is more in
the edges. Therefore, the neutron flux values decrease
with increasing the distance from the center of the core.
Moreover, the maximum of the neutron flux in the axial
distribution is in the core center of Isfahan MNSR. Also,
a beryllium layer around the core causes the reflection of
collided neutrons to this layer into the core and consequently the change in the neutron flux at the end of the
reactor core.
Table 3 compares the results with those of the published articles (Abtin et al., 2013; Faghihi and Mirvakili,
2009) as well as with SAR values. According to this table, the relative difference of the thermal neutron flux is
about 13.5%, and 9.0% in comparison with the reference
of (Abtin et al., 2013) and SAR values, respectively. Furthermore, Three-dimensional spatial distribution of power
for Isfahan MNSR core has been calculated, which its results are shown in Fig. 5. As shown in this figure, the
power is maximum in the core center, and decreases in
the edges.

When a neutron pulse injects into the subcritical core (n0 ),
neutrons manifold in burn in a fission chain reaction as exponential decay. By solving the equations of the point kinetics, neutron flux after a neutron pulse can be obtained
as follows (Nifenecker et al., 2003; Persson, 2007):
0

(7)

It is known that the value of the `p can be obtained as
follows (Hassanzadeh et al., 2013):

Slope fit method

n(t) = n0 (βeff λ0 e−λ t + ραeαt )

ρ − βeff
α

No
1
2
3

Type of neutron
Thermal
Epithermal
Fast

Energy ranges (MeV)
0 − 0.625 × 10−6
0.625 × 10−6 − 5530 × 10−6
5530 × 10−6 − 10

Table 3: Calculation of thermal neutron flux by MCNPX2.6
code and the comparison with the SAR and Abtin et al. (Abtin
et al., 2013) values.

(6)

By measuring the neutron flux after injection of a short
pulse, the amount of reactivity (ρ) can be calculated in the
subcritical reactor core. Then, the fixed value of decay (α)
is calculated with curve fitting of exponential function using MATLAB Software.
When effective delayed neutron fraction and multiplication factor parameters are known, the result of curve

Parameter
This work
Abtin et al. (Abtin et al., 2013)
Relative difference (%)
SAR
Relative difference (%)

4

Average thermal neutron
flux (n.cm−2 .s−1 )
1.1 × 1012
0.95 × 1012
13.5
1.0 × 1012
9.0
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Table 4: Calculation of keff , ρ, βeff and `p through the MCNPX2.6 code and the comparison with the SAR and experimental
values in Isfahan MNSR.
Parameter
keff
ρ (mk)
`p (µs)
βeff (mk)

MCNPX2.6 code
1.00390 ± 0.00018
3.88
104.9
7.91

SAR
1.00388
3.86
81.2
8.08

Relative difference (%)
0.002
0.52
29.2
2.1

3.2

Experimental
3.85
7.71

Relative difference (%)
0.77
2.5

Calculation of neutronic and kinetic parameters using MCNPX2.6 code

The results of effective multiplication factor (keff ), reactivity (ρ), effective delayed neutron fraction (βeff ) and
prompt neutron lifetime (`p ) of Isfahan MNSR, calculated
by MCNPX2.6 code and Eq. (1), are reported in Table 4.
Based on this table, the obtained values from the calculations are compared with the SAR and experimental values
that their relative difference is less than 1%. Besides, the
effect of moderator temperature is obtained about -0.1
mk/C◦ (Chengzhanm et al., 1993).
In addition, the parameter of effective delayed neutron
fraction (βeff ) is calculated using Eq. (2) and the prompt
neutron lifetime (`p ) is calculated directly by MCNPX2.6
code. According to the results, the relative difference values of βeff and `p parameters are 2.1% and 29.19% in comparison with reference values (SAR), respectively. The difference between the `p parameter calculated by this code
with the reference data arises from the non-importance
weighted parameters in this code. Thus, this violation
will causes the inaccurate value of this parameter. Of
course, all quantities simulated in MCNPX2.6 code are
non-importance weighted and all neutrons are considered
with identical neutron importance in calculations so it
leads to over estimated prompt neutron lifetime even for
a bare system. Additionally, the difference between the
prompt neutron lifetimes is mainly due to energy dependency of neutron importance rather than its spatial dependency in this system (Hassanzadeh et al., 2013; Feghhi
et al., 2008; Verboomen et al., 2006; Feghhi et al., 2007).

Figure 4: Radial (a) and axial (b) neutron flux distributions
of the core of Isfahan MNSR for thermal, epithermal and fast
neutrons.

3.3

Calculation of prompt neutron lifetime with
perturbation method

As already mentioned, the prompt neutron lifetime parameter calculated by MCNPX2.6 code is not accurate, so
perturbation method is used to calculate this parameter.
In this method, once the program was executed without
perturbation method, and effective multiplication factor
was calculated. Then the amount of natural boron (10 B)
in density about 10−8 atom.barn−1 .cm−1 was distributed
homogeneously in all core, then the program was run again
and once more effective multiplication factor was obtained.
Finally, the value of `p was calculated by Eq. (4). The
results of this method are presented in Table 5. According to the results, the relative difference of `p parameter
is 4.8% in comparison with reference value (SAR).

Figure 5: Three-dimensional spatial power distribution of the
core of Isfahan MNSR .
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Table 5: Calculation of βeff and `p through the perturbation method and the comparison with reference values in Isfahan MNSR.
Parameter
Effective multiplication factor without boron injection (keff )
B
Effective multiplication factor with boron injection (βeff
)
Prompt neutron lifetime, `p (µs)
Prompt neutron lifetime (SAR) (µs)
Relative difference percent with perturbation method

Data
1.00191 ± 0.00018
1.00129 ± 0.00018
77.3
81.2
4.8%

Table 6: Calculation of keff , ρ, α and `p values through the slope fit method and comparison with reference value in Isfahan
MNSR.

Control rod situation

keff

ρ (mk)

α

First step
Second step

0.99884 ± 0.00018
0.99773 ± 0.00018

-116.1
-227.5

-138
-161

`p (µs)
(slope fit method)
66.9
64.0

`p (µs)
(SAR)
81.2
81.2

Relative difference
(%)
17.6
20.9

Figure 6: A view of situations of control rod in the first (a) and second (b) step, also fitting the slope of the curve of neutron
flux at first (c) and second (d) steps.
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Calculation of prompt neutron lifetime with
slope fit method.

the relative difference value of the reactivity (ρ) parameter in comparison with reference data (SAR) and experimental are about 0.5% and 0.77%, respectively. On the
other hand, the relative difference values of kinetic parameters, like the βeff using the MCNPX2.6 code are 2.1%
and 2.5% in comparison with the SAR and experimental
results, respectively. For `p parameter, the difference is
29.19% in comparison with the SAR. Therefore, it can be
concluded that this code can calculate the βeff , as well,
because the βeff parameter depends directly on fuel, but
it is unable to calculate the `p parameter, and the other
methods should be used. Moreover, the results show that
the relative difference value of `p parameter in perturbation method compared with reference data is about 4.8%.
In addition, the values for the `p parameter through the
slope fit method for first and second steps of situation of
control rod compared with reference data are about 17.6%
and 20.9%, respectively. Finally, it can be concluded that
the MCNPX2.6 code acquires the βeff well, while perturbation method is an appropriate and simple method to
calculate the `p .

In this method, as described earlier, the input file of this
program is provided to calculate the prompt neutron lifetime, then by drawing the output charts, through the slope
fit method, the slope of the curve (α) has been calculated.
It should be noted that in this study, the neutron counting time is intended to be from 0 to 500000 (in shake)
through T4 card with division of 1000 cycle’s intervals in
water located in ten core areas for two steps with putting
control rods in subcritical reactor. Control rods are entered in the core in two steps continuously. The length of
the control rod is 23 cm and each rod is divided into 10
parts thus each step is 2.3 cm. As shown in Fig. 6-a and
6-b, the height of control rods are 13.8 cm and 18.4 cm for
the first (6 parts) and second steps (8 parts), respectively.
An input program is prepared and executed, and then the
keff is obtained. Finally, the value of negative reactivity of
the reactor core is calculated by inserting control rods in
the two steps. With drawing the output graphs, the slope
of curve is obtained through MATLAB Software, and by
this way, the value of `p parameter is calculated using the
slope fit method.
The simulated view is shown in two situations at two
different steps of central control rod in Fig. 6. As shown
in Fig. 6-a, the height of control rod is 13.8 cm for the first
step (6 parts) and in Fig. 6 b, it is 18.4 cm for the second
step (8 parts). In addition, in this figure, determination of
the slope of curve and calculation of the prompt neutron
decay constant (α) have been performed in the first and
second steps of central control rod.
Likewise, after that the effective multiplication factor
and reactivity values were calculated in the subcritical reactor core from the slope of curve, `p parameter was also
calculated using Eqs. (7) and (8) in Isfahan MNSR. Finally, the obtained results of these methods were compared with reference values (SAR) which are presented
in Table 6. As can be seen, the values of reactivity are
-116.1 and -227.5 mk for the first (13.8 cm) and second
steps (18.4 cm), respectively. Moreover, the amounts of
`p parameter are 66.9 and 64.1 µs for the first and second
steps, respectively in Isfahan MNSR. Therefore, according
to the results, the relative difference of the `p parameter is
17.6% and 20.9% for the first and second steps of central
control rod in comparison with reference value (SAR), respectively. Finally, according to the results, the slope fit
method can be a convenient method for near subcritical
conditions in a reactor in order to calculation of the `p
parameter (Nifenecker et al., 2003; Persson, 2007).
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